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ABSTRACT

Our earlier work, on incongruent audiovisual
segments embedded in English word- and phrase-
stimuli, showed that McGurk fusion is sensitive to
the phonological context of a segment.  In this paper
we describe the preparation and early testing of
Arabic word stimuli with an incongruent phonetic 
segment. We confirm that in the context of Arabic
words, fusion similar to that in English words still
occurs, but is affected by differences in
phonological contrasts between Arabic and English
speech. In previous work on English, we have
contrasted fusion in onset and coda sites at word-
medial and word-edge positions. In Arabic this 
taxonomy of sites is rendered questionable by
disagreements about syllabification and by the 
widespread occurrence of geminate consonants, 
which possibly behave as both coda and onset. We
develop an improved site taxonomy, design a small 
lexicon of Arabic words that covers place and 
manner contrasts at all types of site, and outline
some of the problems encountered when creating
incongruent data for this lexicon. Finally, we report
on fusion experiments using 10 participants that 
suggest there are no coda-onset distinctions in the
mental models that mediate word perception 
amongst native Arabic speakers. 

INTRODUCTION
The McGurk fusion [1] has been studied 
intermittently over the last three decades mainly
from a psychophysical point of view – using
audiovisually incongruent nonsense syllables (e.g. 
/ba/, /ga/, /da/; /aba/, /aga/, /ada/ , /ibi/, /igi/, /idi/
etc.). The results follow a pattern summarized by 
production rules of the form 

 .…(1). ( || ) fuseaudio visual perceptba daga

Fusion is most marked when a labial segment in the 
audio channel is aligned with a velar or palatal
segment in the visual channel, as in (1) above.
Participants sometimes differ in their fusion 
responses, and this may be expressed using the

symbol ‘|’ in nondeterministic production rules of 
the form:

( | ….(2)|| ) | | ...fuseba daga  Da

from which the texts audio, visual and percept have
been omitted for the sake of brevity.

In contrast with the broad consistency reported with 
nonsense syllables, there are contradicting reports
regarding fusion effects in the context of natural 
words. Easton and Basala [2] reported that English 
words with incongruous segments did not induce
McGurk fusion; but Dekle et al [3] reported fusion 
occurring in real words. A third study, carried out
on Finnish words, reported fusion in real words, but
only in onset consonants of a syllable [4].

Our earlier series of empirical investigations on 
incongruent English real-word stimuli show that
measurement of McGurk fusion rates can be used to 
probe the mental lexicon of participants [5],[6],[7],
[8]. In these studies fusion effects in monosyllabic
CVC words were concentrated at a single segmental
site: an onset consonant, or a vowel nucleus (short 
and long vowel) or a coda consonant. The first 
objective of the experiments was to determine
whether the qualitative patterns of response to 
vowel-quality and place-of-articulation incongruity
were the same in the three linguistic contexts (onset,
nucleus and coda). The findings from these studies
revealed that fusion production rules are not 
sensitive to the constituent position: incongruence in 
coda consonants and vowels elicits the same fusion 
responses as in onsets, in the sense of following the
same production rule schemas. Quantitatively,
however, there is a rate difference. By ‘rate of 
fusion’ we mean the proportion of participants that 
report a fusion percept different from that in either
audio or visual channel. Fusion rates for coda 
consonants are significantly higher than for onsets.
Similarly, for vowel incongruity: short vowels are 
significantly more vulnerable to fusion than long
vowels. The observed effects of incongruity site 
reported in the experiments are not attributable to
poor audio or visual signal quality. This was 
demonstrated in a separate unimodal experiments
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(audio only and visual only) and in congruent
audiovisual experiments.

2. CV LANGUAGES
An abiding pattern in all the context-embeddings
that we have investigated in our previous work with 
English words is that fusion rates remain 
significantly different for codas and onsets, whether
embedded in monosyllabic words, or polysyllabic
words, or phrases. From other researchers, there is
also an emerging body of evidence that fusion is
language-universal, in the sense that its qualitative 
production rules survive embedding in many differ
natural-language contexts [9],[10],[11]. In a 
language without codas, however, the quantitative
distinction between fusion rates in codas and onsets 
obviously cannot persist. Although no-coda
languages are known [12], Arabic syllabic structure 
is contested. In such a contested case, one could use
incongruent stimuli to open up the contest to
experimental test. The test is to seek for the 
segments that show too much fusion to be onsets: if 
the search fails, then there are no codas in the 
sample tested, which should be chosen to be 
representative of the language under test.

The Arabic tradition of Sybawaih, on which the
(phonetic) alphabet for Arabic is founded, uses CV 
units symbolised orthographically by a consonant
with a vowel diacritic. In the Western tradition, 
however, classical scholars, treating Arabic like
Latin and Greek, have postulated that there are 
CVC, CVVC, CVCC syllables. Recently, Baothman
[13], [14], [16] has developed a modern CV model
of Arabic speech patterns using element phonology 
and a coda-less constituent structure. She has used it 
to represent all the known coarticulation processes 
of Arabic and she has derived a stress-prediction 
algorithm that is much simpler than those based on 
the syllabification of the Western classical tradition.
This suggests that the Western tradition should be
questioned.

Thus, the aim of this paper is to question empirically
whether native Arabic speakers have codas in their 
mental representation of Arabic speech. The
question can be reduced to testing native speakers
using word stimuli with an incongruent phonetic
segment that would be a coda in the Western
tradition but an onset in the Sybawaih view. The 
empirical syllabification that we developed for
English was based on coda detection using fusion 
rate measurements. Here, we look to a possible 
failure to detect Arabic codas using fusion rates as a

probe of the constituent structure of the language 
itself.

Arabic has many distinct dialects, but there is a
koiné dialektikos used by many educated native
speakers in business, media and education. It is 
close to the classical Arabic whose elocutionary
form finds expression in the tajwiid of Qu’ranic
scholars, and is usually referred to as Modern 
Standard Arabic [16]. Our speaker data is taken 
from users of this Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).
The speakers do not share mother-dialect with all of 
the participants in our perception experiments, but 
speakers and participants share a set of phonological
segment contrasts even though they do not realise 
them phonetically in the same way. For example,
some users of MSA articulate the orthographic qaaf
as voiceless uvular /q/ while others produce a voiced
velar /g/. 

In our previous studies with English words, coda-
onset differences of fusion rate were found to be 
greatest in voiced (/b/ - /g/), voiceless (/p/ - /k/) and 
similar place of articulation contrasts. Examples are:
( || ) fuses I p s I k s I t

( || ) fusep O t s t O t s k

( || ) fuseb I l g I l d I l

( || ) fuser a m r a N r a n

O t s

Corresponding place-of-articulation contrasts are 
lacking in MSA, which has: 

•

•

•

•

No voiceless labial p except word-
finally as output of a devoicing
process, ruling out /p/-/k/ incongruent 
pairs

Two velar places, a front velar k and a 
back velar or purely uvular q from the 
letter qaaf, which some MSA speakers
contrast with k  by voicing to form g

No voiced velar g (except in dialects
that make the velar-uvular contrast /k/ -
/q/ by means of a voicing); this rules 
out /b/-/g/ incongruence for participants 
whose experience is only of an uvular
qaaf.
Pharyngeal (or emphatic) place
contrasts that complicate the pairing of 
incongruous segments - qaaf is 
voiceless and has a pharyngeal manner
feature that makes it a poor
replacement for /g/ in /b/-/g/, whereas 
/b/ has no pharyngeal variant though /d/
and /t/ have pharyngeal Daad and Taa’.
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H4: that fusion rates amongst participants of 
different dialect groups of Arabic are the same. 

In addition to these place and manner complications,
there are contextual issues different from those of
English.

3.
4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

PHONOLOGICAL CONTEXTS OF
ARABIC CONSONANTS 4.1 Incongruent Word Group 

All Arabic consonants can be geminated, and this 
fact complicates the simple classification of 
consonant contexts used in studies of the McGurk
effect in English words. In English, the context of a
consonant is either a syllabic onset or a syllabic
coda, both of which can be branching. The English
data on rates of fusion suggest that both branches in 
either onset or coda have essentially the same fusion 
rate, and that fusion rates for codas are significantly 
higher than for onsets [6], [7]. This classification of 
incongruity sites, using two binary distinctions 
onset v. coda and left-branch v. right-branch is not 
controversial for English. Although attempts to 
define clearly the syllable in English have not
brought consensus, intuitive syllabifications by 
different lexicographers show substantial agreement 
on where syllable boundaries are located. In Arabic
it is harder to avoid controversy.

A small lexicon of Arabic words that covers place 
and manner contrasts at all sites our site taxonomy
was tested as detailed in Table 1. All words were
real meaningful words. The same stimuli were
constructed from the speech of a male speaker (from
Morocco) and a female speaker (from Syria), both 
native Arabic speakers accustomed to MSA, with 
postgraduate education and age in the range 20-40
years.

To avoid the complication of separate velar and 
uvular stops k and q, we favoured words with q
whenever possible.  A sample of congruent stimuli
were also included in the experiment. 

Audio channel Visual channel Expected fusion
onsets

ball-a (wet) qall-a (few) dall-a (show) 

baal (urinate) qaal (say) daal (rotate)
codas

raba9-a (gallop) raqa9-a (patch) rada9-a (keep)

,abaa (creep) ,aqaa (report) ,adaa (urge) 

nahab (rob) nahaq (donkey) nahad (injection)

?araab (curdle) ?araaq (pour) ?araad (wanted)

9abl-un (plump) 9aql-un (mind) 9adl-un (virtue)
Geminates

Saabb-a (female
teenager)

Saaqq-a (hard) Saadd-a (argue)

Saabb (youth) Saaqq (tedious) Saadd (argue)

,abb-a (love) ,aqq-a (true) ,add-a (sharpen)

The syllable structure of Arabic is contested. The 
classical orthography favours a CV structure, with 
the empty vowel sukuun occurring in consonant
clusters and geminates. There is evidence in the 
duration statistics and coarticulation patterns of 
consonant clusters that this empty vowel is a 
cognitive reality for MSA speakers [14].Traditional
teachers of Arabic as a second language, however, 
tend to follow the Western tradition and syllabify
using a coda. Thus the context of an incongruent
segment can be represented in different ways. For 
investigative purposes, we describe the context of an 
incongruent segment as either a traditional onset, a 
traditional coda or a geminate. The latter are 
represented in CV theory as two onsets separated by 
an empty nucleus and in traditional theory as either 
a single heavy coda or a single heavy onset. We 
include examples of all three of these contexts in 
our experimental word group (below), first verifying
qualitatively that fusion can occur in all three.

Table 1.  Arabic incongruent stimuli with expected fusion. 
Our quantitative analysis is focused on four
investigative null hypotheses. 4.2 Creating Incongruent Stimuli 
H1: that fusion rates are the same between onsets
and codas. The Arabic words used are shown in Table 1. The

video recordings were done inside a quiet,
controlled laboratory using a standard 8 mm digital 
(Sony) Camcorder with built-in microphone for 
audio. From the resultant video recording, each
word uttered was captured (both the visual and 

H2: that fusion rates are the same between onsets,
codas and geminates.

H3: that fusion rates are independent of speaker.
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audio channels) into *.avi files. For the creation of 
incongruent stimuli, standard editing software 
(Adobe Premier 5.5) was used. The audio channel
from the second member of the pair was imported
and aligned with the audio channel of the first
member of the pair. After coarse alignment, the first 
member’s original audio channel was erased. Then
the experimenter made fine judgments of proper
alignment manually, after previewing the video clip. 
Incongruent stimuli and a few natural, fully 
congruent controls were then saved as *.avi files 
with a frame rate of 25 and a frame size of 640 x
512 pixels. Experiments were conducted double-
blind, with neither experimenter nor participant 
knowing which stimuli were incongruent and which 
congruent.

A point to note is that there is an outlier in the
results. One of the participants is a language teacher
and is thus sensitive to the Arabic pronunciation.
The data for this participant was removed because 
fusion was rarely reported in comparison to other
participants' data.  The revised result with removing
this outlier is detailed in Table 3.

Audio
responses

Visual
responses

Fusion
responses

Onsets 22.2% 11.1% 66.7%
Codas 11.1% 15.3% 73.6%

Table 3.  Revised results - percentage of responses to
incongruent stimuli (onsets vs. codas).

The hypothesis that the fusion rates are the same for 
onsets and codas segments is still rejected ( =
2.46, df = 2, = 5% significant level threshold,
p = 0.292 <  ). Thus, showing that fusion rates are
the same for onsets and codas. Below the level of
statistical significance, codas fused marginally more
than the onsets, but not so dramatically as in English 
words.  This is discussed further in Section 7 below.

2

4.3 Procedure
The participants were provided with report forms on 
which to record ‘what they thought the speaker was
saying’ when receiving an experimental token. The 
report forms included text-words corresponding to
the audio channel of the token, to the video channel 
of the token, to a number of possible results of 
channel fusion, and some random words. A space to 
write in a word not included on the form was also
provided. Ten participants took part in the 
experiment, with an age range between 24 to 31 
years with no linguistic knowledge. Participant’s
first language was Arabic and they were from:
Jordan, Kuwait and Israel.

5.2 Hypothesis 2 

In the case of geminate incongruent stimuli, the 
fusion rate is clearly lower than that of onsets and 
codas, Table 4 (excluding the outlier's data). 
Detailed statistical analysis confirmed that the 
fusion rates are not the same between onsets, codas
and geminates. The null  hypothesis was firmly
rejected: ( = 38.45, df = 4,  = 5% significant level 
threshold, p = 0.001 <  ).

25. RESULTS

5.1 Hypothesis 1 
Audio

responses
Visual

responses
Fusion

responses
Geminates 27.5% 55.0% 17.5%

Exploratory analysis reveals that there are 
differences in fusion rates between onsets and codas
(Table 2).

Table 4.  Percentage of responses to incongruent stimuli.

Audio
responses

Visual
responses

Fusion
responses

Onsets 30.0% 10.0% 60.0%
Codas 16.3% 13.7% 70.0%

5.3 Hypothesis 3 

The fusion rates reported were independent of
speaker, at least between the two different speakers
used to create the incongruent stimuli. In terms of 
the percentage of fusion responses, there was no 
significant difference between participant responses 
to the two speakers, (ANOVA, df = 1,  = 5%, F = 
0.483, p = 0.499 >  ). 

Table 2.  Percentage of responses to incongruent stimuli (onsets 
vs. codas).

On the basis of a standard Pearson  test, the
hypothesis that the fusion rates are the same for 
onsets and codas segments was rejected ( = 1.20,
df = 2,  = 5% significant level threshold, p = 0.210
<  ). 

2

2

5.4 Hypothesis 4 

The participants for our experiment spoke Arabic as
their first language and were from Jordan, Kuwait
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and Israel. The fusion rates amongst the two
different subgroups of participants were: 62.5% for 
those from Jordan and Israel (‘Middle Eastern’), and 
46.9% for those from Kuwait and Oman (‘Gulf’).
Evidently fusion rates between Jordanian and Israeli 
participants are similar but possibly higher than
those for Kuwaitis. Detailed statistical analysis,
however, shows that percentage of fusion rates are
not significantly different between Middle Eastern 
subgroup and the Gulf subgroup. Hypothesis 4 was
accepted: ANOVA, df = 1, = 5%, F = 9.722,
p = 0.147 > ).

Consonant Audio
responses

Visual
responses

Fusion
responses

Singleton 17.8% 15.5% 66.7%
Cluster 12.9% 42.6% 44.5%

Table 6.  Fusion rates between single and consonant clusters.

Detailed statistical analysis confirms that there is a 
distinction between fusion rates in single consonant 
and consonant clusters: ( = 38.45, df = 2,  = 5% 
significant level threshold, p = 0.002 <  ). The null 
hypothesis that fusion rates are the same for single
and cluster consonants is thus rejected.

2

Of course the results refer to the mental models of a
few participants only and a limited word corpus. 
However, there are indications that these result
would persist with more speakers and mother
dialects.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In most cases the reported Arabic fusion was in 
accordance with our expected fusion as detailed in 
Table 1. However, there were very few cases when
the fusion was not the expected fusion, as detailed in 
Table 5. 

Firstly, the results also show that even when the
speakers and participants do not share the mother-
dialect, there are no differences in fusion rates. This
suggests that the speaker set can be expanded while 
still favouring the CV view of syllabification.
Secondly, in the participant group there were 
representatives of Middle Eastern and Gulf Arabic 
speakers, yet the hypothesis of fusion-rate 
independence of dialect subgroup was accepted. 
This suggests that the evidence favouring the CV
view could be extended to other dialect groups. 

Audio channel Visual
channel

Expected
fusion

Reported
fusion

raba9-a
(gallop)

raqa9-a
(patch)

rada9-a
(keep)

raZa9-a
(return)

nahab
(rob)

nahaq
(donkey)

nahad
(injection)

nahar
(river)

Saabb
(youth)

Saaqq
(tedious)

Saadd
(argue)

Saall
 (scarf)

Currently, a large study is being conducted with
more incongruent word stimuli (onsets vs. codas)
and with a larger number of participants. In 
addition, incongruent vowel segments in Arabic are 
also being tested to allow a comparison to be
achieved with our earlier study with English
incongruent vowel stimuli [5].  As in the English 
studies, the large study will include analysis of
unimodal perception to ensure that the observed 
effects of incongruity site reported in the
experiments are not due to poor audio or visual 
stimulation.  Even though the data for the current 
study, congruent Arabic stimuli revealed that
participants accurately perceived what the speaker
was saying (average correct response over all 
congruent stimuli and participants was over 90%).

Table 5.  Perceived fusion response.

Our earlier studies with McGurk fusion studies in 
real English words [6],[7] showed that fusion rates 
are greater for coda segments than for onset
segments. Here, in this small-sample exploratory 
study with Arabic words, we find little or no 
difference in fusion rates amongst onset and coda 
segments. These results favour the view that Arabic 
is a CV language as indicated in its Sybawaihan 
orthography. In contrast to the acceptance of the null
difference between coda and onset fusion rates, the 
onset, coda and geminate distinction is upheld (null
hypothesis H2 is rejected). Because onset-coda 
distinction is not significant this means that 
geminates are in some sense 'special' stimuli.  It
seems likely that heterogeneous consonant clusters 
will be similarly special, and in Table 6 there is a
clear difference in fusion rates between single
consonants and consonant clusters.

Finally, the audiovisual McGurk effect is an
indicator of what might be a generic pattern for the 
way humans use mental models to mediate
perception of conflicting data. The work of Cutting
[17], [18] showed acoustic fusion effects in 
experiments on what may be called diotic or
dichotic incongruity. Participants were presented
with two conflicting audio messages: one word in 
the right ear temporally aligned with a different 
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word in the left ear. The perceived sound (acoustic 
fusion) was often new or longer and linguistically 
more complex than either of the inputs. For 
example, an incongruent stimulus, p eI ('pay') 
presented to one ear and l eI ('lay') to the other, 
participants reported hearing p l eI ('play'). 
Acoustic fusion effects occurred regardless of which 
word was presented to which ear. Similar findings 
were also reported in the coda segments. Currently, 
Cutting’s work is being extended to investigate 
whether diotic incongruity can elicit the place fusion 
effects observed by McGurk, and whether the 
fusion-rate differences between onsets and codas 
also exist in binaural acoustic perception. The aim is 
to adapt the audiovisually incongruous stimuli of 
our earlier studies [6],[7],[8] to diotically 
incongruous stimuli. The procedure is to align two 
recordings of different spoken words differing at a 
single segmental site, and then play them 
simultaneously with one word to right ear and the 
other to left ear, as shown in Table 7 and 8. As the 
tables suggest, this could be done with both English 
and Arabic words, and there is the prospect of 
testing whether diotic fusion favours or disfavours 
the CV of Arabic speech patterns. 

Audiovisual Audio
channel 

Visual
channel 

Perceived  
Fusion

English bib big bid
Arabic

ball-a (wet) qall-a (few) dall-a (show) 

Table 7. Incongruent, audiovisual stimuli. 

Audio only Left ear Right ear Expected 
Fusion

English ‘bib’ ‘big’ ‘bid’
Arabic

ball-a (wet) qall-a (few) dall-a (show) 

Table 8. Examples of incongruent, audio-only diotic stimuli. 
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